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Chapter-1

Introduction

1.1 General Background

The speech sound is minimal part of the word. So, it exists as the basic unit

of human language. It is phonetically distinct unit of sound which is produced by

the speech-organs and it can be distinguished by the phonetician from all other

units of sound produced by the speech-organs. Practically there is no limit of

number of different speech sounds that can be produced by the human speech-

organs and distinguished by the phonetician speech-sound is somewhat

indeterminate in nature. Phoneticians will bring various instrumental techniques

for measuring the acoustic properties of sound and there will be last resort for

minute differences and discrepancies. But the fact is that there is no natural limit

to the divisibility of the range of sounds used in speech.

Speech sounds of all languages are classified, first and foremost, into

vowels and consonants. These two categories are defined differently in different

descriptions. In phonetic terms, a speech sound is defined as a 'vowel' if there is no

obstruction and no narrowing of a degree that would cause audible friction while

producing the sound. But consonants are those sounds that are produced with the

obstruction of air-stream somewhere in the speech organs. David crystal defines

consonants as:
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Consonants can be defined in terms of both phonetics and

phonology, phonetically, they are sounds made by a closure or

narrowing in the vocal tract so that the airflow is either completely

blocked, or so restricted that audible friction is produced. Consonant

articulations are relatively easy to feel, and as a result are most

conveniently described in terms of place and manner of articulation.

In addition, a routine phonetic description of consonants would

involve information about the mode of vibration of the vocal cords,

and it is often necessary to specify the duration of the sound, the

airstream mechanism involved and the direction of airflow

(egressive or engressive). From a phonological point of view,

consonants are those units, which function at the margins of

syllables, either singly or in clusters. (98)

The sound is studied on the phonological level in one hand and phonetically

on the other. Phonetics is the study of a pure science, which consists all human

vocal sounds with special attention to those sounds, which occur in the world's

language. It studies the physical properties of sound from production, transmission

and perception point of view. It is general study of speech sound with out any

concern of any particular language as it studies the defining characteristics of all

human vocal sounds.

On the other hand phonology is the study of sound system in particular

languages. It is an arrangement of sounds in a characteristic pattern in a particular
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language. It studies vocal sounds, their change, phoneme and their variants. It is

concerned with the structure and function of the speech sounds in conveying

meaning. So phonology can be called functional phonetics.

Among all the consonants, due attention will be given regarding the

plosives; on the basis of their various aspects. Defining plosives David crystal

says:

It refers to a sound made when a complete closure in the vocal tract

is suddenly released; the air-pressure, which had built up behind the

closure, rushes out with an explosive sound, hence the term is used

to refer to the outwards movement of air upon release. Plosive

consonants are one type of stop consonant. Example in English are

(p, b, t, d, k). (357)

However, oxford-Advanced Learner's dictionary defines plosives as "a

speech sound made by stopping the flow of air coming out of the mouth and then

suddenly releasing it" (1158).

The above-mentioned definitions make it clear that the plosives are

articulated suddenly. The air is blocked somewhere in the oral passage for a while

and then with an explosion the sound comes out when the closure is suddenly

removed. So the production of plosives is made with the complete obstruction of

the two or more articulators.

Both English and Nepali languages have certain number of plosives. This

study tries to show the similarities and differences of plosives in various aspects,
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which will be fruitful to the learners of both languages. The aim of this

comparative study will be to facilitate not only Nepali people learning English but

also those foreigners who want to learn Nepali. This study mainly focuses on the

spoken aspect of language. While doing so, the plosive sounds of both languages

are taken into discussion. Plosive sounds are supposed to cause great problems to

the speakers. It has created lots of problems in the process of learning both

languages. There is no exact translation of sounds into each other. So, the learners

of one language naturally feel difficult in case of comparison with another

language.

1.2 Literature Review

Different linguists and grammarians have attempted to study and analyze

the sound and structure of both languages but separately. Though some linguists

and grammarians have attempted, they have left many aspects untouched, so, in

this study, I have attempted to make the comparative study of both Nepali and

English plosive sounds regarding production, classification and analysis to the

possible extent.

In English, many linguists and grammarians have done detailed study on

plosives. Some of them are: Danial Jones (1979), J.D.O. connor (1992), peter

Roach (1979). Defining the plosives Danial Jones says, "Plosive consonants are

formed by completely closing the air passage, then compressing the air and

suddenly opening the passage, so that the air escapes making an explosive sound"

(138).
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He further says that there are six plosive consonant phonemes in English.

/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/ & /g/. He has also considered glottal stop /?/ as a less important

sound symbol of plosives (138).

Another linguist Peter Roach has pointed out the following features of

plosives.

One articulator is moved against another or two articulators are

moved against each other, so as to form a stricture that allows no air

to escape from the vocal tract. The stricture is, then, total.

After his stricture has been formed and air has been compressed

behind it, it is released, that is, air is allowed to escape.

If the air behind the stricture is still under pressure when the plosive

is released it is probable that the escape of air will produce noise

loud enough to be heard. This noise is called plosive.

There may be voicing during part of all of the plosive articulation.

(31)

To give a complete description of the production of plosive consonants Roach has

divided the way of production into following four phases:

i. The first phase is when the articulator or articulators move to form

the stricture for the plosive. We call this the closure phase.

ii. The second phase is when the compressed air is stopped from

escaping. We call this the hold phase.
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iii. The third phase is when the articulators used to form the stricture are

moved so as to allow air to escape. This is the release phase.

iv. The fourth phase is what happened immediately after. (iii), so we

will call it the post-release phase. (31)

Roach has presented the plosive phonemes of English in the form of a table

as shown below:

PLACE OF ARTICULATION

FORTIS

("Voiceless")

Bilabial

p

Alveolar

t

Velar

k

Lenis

("Voiced")

b d g

Table no. 1 (Roach 34)

The given table clarifies that on the basis of place of articulation the sounds

/p/ & /b/ are bilabial, /t/ and /d/ are alveolar and /k/ and /g/ are velar plosives.

Similarly the sounds /p/, /t/ /k/ are Voiceless and these sounds are also called fortis

and the sound /b/, /d/ /g/ are voiced which are also called lenis.

Unlike other linguists conor has analyzed the plosive consonants on the

basis of strong and weak. According to him, there are four pairs of phonemes

containing stops /p,b/, /t,d/, /k,g/ and /t/, dʒ / one of each pair is strong and the

other week. (39). Regarding the plosive consonants, he says "In stop consonants

the breath is completely stopped at some point in the mouth by the lips or tongue

tip or tongue back, and then released with a slight explosion" (39).
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Similarly many attempts have been made to describe plosives in Nepali by

many Nepali linguists and grammarians like M. Pokharel (2057 B.S.), M. Sharma

(2054 B.S.), Gautam and Luitel (2053 B.S.) and others M. Sharma defines the

plosives as" jfo' dfu{df k'/} afwf j]xf]/L pRrl/t x'g] Jo~hgnfO{ :kz{ Jo~hg elgG5 . o:tf Jo~hgx¿

kmf]S;faf6 cfpg] ;f; -jfo' cj?4 ;f;sf] ;xf;fdf]rg eO{ pRrl/t x'G5g\ " 'Plosive consonants are

uttered by completely closing the air passage. In the production of these sounds

the compressed air from the lungs removes the blocking and escapes making an

explosive sound '(13-14).

Gautam and Luitel have also made detailed study of Nepali plosive

consonant sounds. They say æpRrf/0f cjojx? Ps csf{df 5f]O{ ;f; k'/} ca?4 eP/ To; cj?4

;f;n] pRrf/0f cjojnfO{ bjfj lbPkl5 tL cjoj PsfPs v'Nbf pRrl/t x'g] WjlgnfO{ :kzL{ WjgL elgG5Æ

'While pronouncing the plosive consonant sounds our breathing is blocked by the

touch of related organs. When the blocking is removed by the air force, the sound

is pronounced' (95).

They have categorized the plosives on the basis of place of articulation as

follows:

i. Bilabial Plosive : The plosive articulated by the two lips. The bilabial

plosive are:

k\ /p/ km\ /ph/ a\ /b/ e\ /bh/ d\ /m/

ii. Dental Plosive: Dental plosives are articulated by the tip of the tongue

against the upper teeth. They are:

t\ /t/ y\ /th/ b\ /d/ w\ /dh/
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iii. Alveolar Plosive: g\ /n/ alveolar plosive is articulated by the tip or blade of

the tongue against the teeth ridge.

iv. Retroflex Plosive: The plosives articulated by the tip of tongue against the

retroflex. These sounds are:

6\ /t/ 7\ /th/ 8\ /d/ 9\ /dh/

v. Velar Plosive: The plosives articulated by the back of the tongue against

the central and the soft palate. They are:

s\ /k/ v\ /kh/ u\ /g/ 3\ /gh/ ª\// (95).

They have also analyzed the plosives on the basis of voicing as follows:

Voiced: a\,, e\ , b\ , w\

/b/, /bh/, /d/, /dh/,

8\ , 9\ , u\ , 3\ ,

/d/, /dh/, /g/, /gh/,

ª\ , d\ , g\

/η/, /m/, /n/

Voiceless k\ , km\ , t\ , y\ , 6\ ,

/p/, /ph/, /t/, /th/, /t/,

7\ , s\ , v\

/th/, /k/, /kh/ (99)

In another way, they have described them on the basis of aspiration. They are:

Unaspirated: k\ , a\ , t\ , b\ , 6\ ,

/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /t/,
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8\ , s\ , u\ , g\ , ª ,

/d/, /k/, /g/, /n/, /η/,

Aspirated: km\ , e\ , y\ , w\ , 7\ ,

/ph/, /bh/, /th/, /dh/, /th/,

9\ , v\ , 3\

/dh/, /kh/, /gh/ (100)

1.3 Objectives of the Study:

The objectives of this study are:

i. To find out the similarities and differences between plosives of English and

Nepali languages.

ii. To find out whether the plosives of both languages are quite translatable

into each other or not.

1.4 Hypothesis:

In spite of some similarities between Nepali and English plosive consonant

sounds there are a lot of differences and they are not fully translatable into each

other.

1.5 Statement of the Problem

This study chiefly concerns the production, classification, comparison and

contrast of English and Nepali plosives. This study aims at finding out the

solutions to the following queries.
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i. What are the similarities and differences between Nepali and English

plosives?

ii. Are plosives of Nepali and English quite translatable into each other or

not?

1.6 Methodology

In course of this study both primary and secondary data are used. The

primary data are first hand research, unpublished data and researcher's institutions

about Nepali language. Already published literature journals, articles etc. are

included as the secondary data. Further more various works and references are

applied. The guidelines and suggestions of supervisor and scholars are also very

useful. For the detailed study of plosives of both languages, different diagrams

related to both plosives are made. In process of classification and analysis various

techniques used by previous scholars are applied, comparative technique is

followed for the research study.

Taking these views and opinions into account, the present study will make detailed

comparative study of English & Nepali plosive sounds.
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Chapter-2

Organs of Speech Involved to Produce Plosives

The lungs, vocal cords, tongue, lips etc. are considered to be the major

organs of speech. Different organs have different jobs of their own. When we want

to understand the speech process from the speech production point of view, it is

necessary to know a lot about the functioning of these organs. The account of the

vocal organs, which follows in brief, will be fruitful information to describe how

sounds are made and how they are classified on an articulatory basis. The organs

of

spe

ech

are

sho

wn

in

the

foll

ow

ing

fig

ure.
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Figure number 1 (Gimson page-10)

2.1 The Lungs

Most sounds of all languages are produced with the outgoing breath from

the lungs. By the action of the ribs and the diaphragm air is caused to flow into

and out of the lungs. The ribs are capable of a certain amount of movement, which

are connected to the spine and to the breastbone. The upward and out ward

movement of the ribs can be clearly felt by placing the hands on the lower ribs on

both sides and breathing deeply.

Lungs are the seed shaped organs, which play pivotal role not only in

respiration but also in making main contribution to sound production.
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We need a type of energy to produce speech sounds. The energy is the air

stream sent out by our lungs. The air released by the lungs changes into sound

when it arrives at the larynx that contains the vocal cords. Thus the lungs are the

energy supplier and initiator of the speech sounds. For instance during the

articulation of /p/ the back of the tongue is raised to block the nasal cavity and all

air is stopped in the oral passage by closing the lips. When the lips are opened the

air escapes suddenly. The force of air comes from the lungs.

2.2 The Larynx

The larynx is a fairly rigid box made up of cartilages, situated at the top of

the trachea. All air passing in and out of the lungs must pass through it. Inside the

larynx there are vocal cords. They consist of two bands of muscles. The front part

of it can be seen at man's throat, which is called Adam's Apple. It is also called the

voice box. Its size differs between male and female.

2.3 The Vocal Cords

The wind-pipe (Trachea) contains two membranous tissues. These two

tissues are like a pair of lips. They are called vocal cords, which are placed

horizontally from front to back. Vocal cords are joined in the front, but can be

separated at the back. The opening of the vocal cords is called glottis. David

crystal defines the vocal cords as:

Two muscular folds running from a single point inside the front of

the thyroid cartilage (Adam's apple), backwards to the front ends of

the arytenoids cartilages. The vocal cords are very flexible, being
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shaped by the combined activities of the associated cartilages and

muscles. The space between them is known as the glottis. (373)

2.4 States or Positions of the Glottis

Regarding the states & functions of the vocal cords crystal says:

The vocal cords have several functions. Their main role in speech is

to vibrate in such a manner as to produce voice, a process known as

phonation. When the cords are not vibrating, two main alternative

positions are available. They may be tightly closed, as when the

breath is held a process, which produces a glottal stop up on release.

Or they may remain open, so that the breath flowing the glottis

produces audible friction as in whispering and the /h/ sound. Other

phonation types are possible by varying the mode of vibration of the

vocal cords in various ways, as in breathy and creaky voice. Varying

the thickness length and tension of the vocal cords also produces the

different registers in voice production lastly. By varying the rate and

strength of vibration of the vocals cords, variations in pitch &

loudness can be introduced into speech. (373)

According to the action the vocal cords they bring about a variety of

different states of the glottis. Linguistically the following positions are significant.

2.4.1 Open Glottis

The position of open glottis is

shown in the following figure.
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Figure number 2 (Gimson Page-11)

In this situation, presented in fig no. 2, the glottis may be open, normal

breathing is possible and voiceless sounds can be produced. There will be free

passage of air for voiceless sounds. The vocal cords are drawn apart which give

way to pass the air and there is no of vibration for such sounds. e.g. /p/, /t/, /k/ etc.

Sharma and Luitel say. æ:j/lrD6L k'/} v'nf /xL afwf/lxt 9+un] ;f; aflx/ lg:sbf k|sDkg

jf 3if{0f x'F'b}g / :j/ Pj+ c3f]if Wjlg pRrl/t x'G5g\ Æ 'The vocal cords remain wide apart and

the passage is open so the air comes without vibration. In such condition voiceless

sounds are articulated' (53).

2.4.2 Narrow Glottis

The position of narrow glottis is shown in the following figure.

Figure number 3 (Gimson page-10)
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As shown in figure no. 3 because of the vibration of the vocal cords the

glottis may be narrower. In such situation voiced sounds can be produced. The

vocal cords are brought together loosely and the air from the lungs forces them

vibrate due to which voiced sounds are produced. The plosives /b/ /d/ /g/ are

produced in this stage. Sharma and Luitel say: æ:j/lrD6L glhlsO jfo'dfu{ ;fF3'/f] x'Fbf

bjfjsf sf/0f :j/lrD6Lx? k|slDkt x'G5g\ / o:tf] cj:yfdf 3f]if Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f x'G5Æ 'The vocal

cords are close together and the air from the lungs vibrates them. Then voiced

plosives are articulated' (53).

2.4.3 Closed Glottis

The position of closed glottis is shown in the following figure.

Figure number 4 (Gimson page-11)
In such situation the glottis is closed and vocal cords completely stop the

airflow but the compressed air from the lungs pushes it forcefully due to which the

vocal cords open suddenly and the compressed air bursts out with an audible

friction as a result, the glottal stops are produced.

Sharma and Luitel say æ:j/lrD6L Pscsf{;Fu hf]l8O{ jfo'dfu{ k"/} aGb u/]/ PSsfl; v'nL

;f; aflx/ cfpFbf :j/oGqd'vL :kzL{ Wjlg pRrl/t x'G5g\ Æ 'When the vocal cords are closed

and the air is blocked the glottal plosives are articulated with the sudden release'

(53).
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2.5 The Nasal Cavity

The nasal cavity like the violin body is of fixed dimensions and shape, and

its contributions to speech is entirely a matter of resonance. If with the vocal cords

vibrating, the soft palate is lowered so that the pharynx and nasal cavity and oral

cavity are connected the whole mass of air in the connected cavities vibrates with

a characteristic nasal effect. If the mouth is open and soft palate is lowered, then

the vibrating air goes out of both mouth and nostrils, the sound will be nasalized.

If the passage through the nose is blocked at the back of the nasal cavity,

neither nasal nor nasalized sounds will be possible, because air cannot enter. If the

passage is blocked at the nostrils, as with a cold, nasalized sounds will still be

perfectly possible because air can resonate in the nasal cavity, but nasal sounds

will be heavily impaired.

Defining the nasal cavity Nepali linguists Guatam & Luitel Say: "3f]s||fsf]

gfs]If]q;Fu hf]l8Psf] v'nf 6f]8\sf] gfs] cf]9f/ xf] . of] ;aeGbf dflyNnf] Zjf;dfu{ xf] . o;sf aflx/} b'O6f

b'nf x'G5g\ . sf]dntfn' tnem/L d'v] cf]9f/sf] af6f] aGb ul/lbFbf gfslt/af6 tnem/L d'v] cf]9f/sf] af6f] aGb

ul/lbFbf gfslt/af6 ;f; aflx/ lg:sG5 . o; cj:yfdf gfl;So Wjlg pRrl/t x'G5g\ Æ 'The open area

connecting nasal area with pharynx is called nasal cavity. It is the upper most air

passage. This cavity has two outside holes. When the soft palate is lowered it

blocks the way of oral cavity and the air passes through nasal cavity in such

situation nasal sounds are articulated' (21).

2.6 The Oral Cavity
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Figure number 5 (J.C. catford - page- 79)

The oral cavity is far the most important of the three cavities because it is

the most variable in dimensions and in shape. This is due partly to the mobility of

the lower jaw, partly to that of the lips, but overwhelmingly to the tongue.

The oral cavity is bounded at the top by the palate. This is a dome shaped

structure whose front part is bony and fixed and the back part, the soft palate, is

moveable. Hard palate, soft palate, uvula jaw, tongue etc. are the different parts of

oral cavity as shown in fig no. 5, Articulations in the oral area are carried out by

the juxtaposition of lower and upper articulators. The lower articulators are those

attached to the lower jaw the lower lip, the lower teeth, and tongue. The upper

articulators are the upper lip, the upper teeth and the whole of the roof of the

mouth. The floor of the mouth is mostly occupied by the tongue, which can be put

into many different shapes and positions.

2.6.1 The Palate
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The palate is the roof of the mouth. It can be divided into three parts- soft

palate at the back, the hard palate in the middle and the alveolar ridge just behind

the upper front teeth. The palate is supposed as the wall of oral cavity and Nasal

cavity.  The parts of the palate are shown in the following figure.

Figurer number 6 Source (J.D. oconor page-17)

2.6.2 Alveolar Ridge:

It is the part of the gums immediately behind the upper front teeth. It is also

called teeth ridge. It has an important role to produce many consonant sounds in

English and Nepali.

2.6.3 Hard Palate:

It is the highest part of the palate between the alveolar ridge and the soft

palate. Oxford Concience dictionary of linguistics defines "The roof of the mouth

between the back of the ridge behind the teeth and the fleshy part called soft

palate. Palatal consonants are articulated in this area" (157).
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2.6.4 Soft Palate:

It is the back part of the palate. It is the flexible or moveable part. It is also

called velum. It can be raised or lowered. When it is raised, the nasal passage is

blocked. This position is called the velic closure. Oral sounds are produced with

velic closure. When the velum is lowered. The oral passage is closed and the air

goes out through the nose. This position is called the oral closure. Oxford

Concience dictionary of linguistics defines "The back part of the roof of the

mouth, which, is soft or fleshy in the comparison with the bony or hard palate to

the front. Also called the velum" (345).

2.6.5 The Teeth

The teeth also play an important role for the production of speech sounds.

There are upper and lower teeth. The sounds articulated by the tip of the tongue

against the upper teeth are dental sounds. Some sounds are articulated with the

tongue near the teeth or against the teeth. In English dental plosives are not found

but Nepali sounds t\ /t/, y\ /th/, b\ /d/ and w\ /dh/ are detail plosives.
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2.6.6 The Tongue

The tongue is the most important movable organ of speech. It is the main

articulating organ. Changing the shape and position of the tongue produces

different sounds. It can be divided into four parts as given below.

Figure number 7 (conor 18)

i. The Tip of the Tongue: It is the most front edge part of the tongue,

which lies under the alveolar ridge when the tongue is at rest. It is the

part right at the front of the blade. It is the mobile or flexible part. It is

also called apex.

ii. The blade of the Tongue: It is the part of the tongue between the tip

and the front of the tongue. It lies under the alveolar ridge when the

tongue is at rest. It is mobile because it can touch the lips, the teeth, the

alveolar ridge and the hard palate. It is also called lamina.

iii. The front of the Tongue: It is the part behind the blade, which lies

under the hard palate.
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iv. The back of the Tongue: It is the back part behind the front, which lies

under the soft palate. It is also called dorsum.

2.6.7 The Lips

The lips are the doors of the oral cavity. They are the articulatory organs for

the production of bilabial and labia-dental sounds. The lips change their various

different positions in the production of the different sounds. Both the lips join and

block the air for a short time when they release the air, it produced the stop

bilabial sounds /p,b/. The upper lip touches the lower lip and makes space that the

air passes with friction.

2.7 Airstream Mechanism

Although air is not speech organ, it plays a pivotal role in the production of

speech sounds. In absence of it no sounds can be articulated. Airstream means the

mass of moving air. Crystal defines it as:

Airstream mechanism: A term used in phonetics for a physiological

process which provides as sources of energy capable of being used

in speed sound production. Air is moved inwards or out wards by the

movements of this mechanism, producing respectively an ingressive

and an egressive airflow. (17)

Airstream mechanism is known as a mechanism with which the air moves.

Different organs of speech play different role, some organs play the role of

initiators and some others as passage. e.g. the diaphragm and rib cases play the
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role of initiator and they send the air out. The organs like trachea, velum, mouth

and nose etc. play the role of passages.

Similarly Nepali linguists Sharma and Luitel say: æ;f; leq k:g] / aflx/ lg:sg]

qmdnfO{ Zjf;k|jfx (airstream Mechanism) elgG5æ 'The process of the air going in and

out is called airstream mechanism' (55).

They further say æZjf;k|jfxsf lbzfx? jflxu{dgfTds (egressive) / cGtu{dgfTds

(engressive) u/L b'O{ k|sf/sf x'G5g\ . alxu{dgfTds Zjf;k|jfxdf leqsf] ;f; aflx/ kmflnG5 /

cGtu{dgfTds Zjf;k|jfxdf aflx/sf] ;f; leq tflgG5 Æ 'There are two types of airstream

mechanism, egreesive and engressive. In the egressive airstream mechanism the

air comes out from the lungs and in engressive airstream mechanism the air is

pulled in through the mouth' (55).

Human speech sound can be produced according to initiation or termination

of the air by the following three ways:

a) Pulmonic Airstream Mechanism

b) Glottalic Airstream Mechanism

c) Velaric Airstream Mechanism

2.7.1 Pulmonic Airstream Mechanism

Oxford conscience dictionary of linguistics defines pulmonic Airstreams

mechanism as: "pulmonic (air stream mechanism) in which a flow is initiated by a

change in the volume of the lungs. Most normal speech is produced by such as air

stream, specially by a pulmonic egressive air stream, in which air flows outwards

as the volume of the lungs is reduced" (303).
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In this airstream mechanism the lungs become the initiator of airflow

for the production of speech. Lungs are the inner ends of the airways. So the

initiated air from the lungs comes out only through the air passage. The sounds

which are produced in this way are called pulmonic egressive. It is found that most

of the human speech is produced by this mechanism. The stops, which are

produced with pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism, are called plosives or

plosive stops. They are: /p/, /b/, /d/, /k/, /t/, /g/.

Defining the pulmonic airstream mechanism Nepali linguists Sharma and Luitel

say:

Wjlg pTkfbgsf nflu kmf]S;fsf] ;f; rnfodfg x'g] k|lqmofnfO{ kmf]S;] :jf;k|jfx elgG5 .

dWok6 (diaphragm) / cGts{/ª df+zk]zL (intercostals) x? kmf]S;flt/ cfpFbf ToxfF

/x]sf] ;f; aflx/ lg:sG5 . o;/L kmf]S;fsf] ;f; aflx/ cfpFbf ljleGg :yfgsf pRrf/0f

cjojåf/f Zjf;k|jfxdf afwf pTkGg eO{ Wjlg pRrl/t x'G5 . g]kfnL efiffsf ;a}h;f]

Wjlgx? kmf]S;] Zjf;k|jfxaf6 pRrl/t x'g] kmf]S;] Wjlg x'g\ (56) Movement of air

from the lung is necessary for the production of pulmonic airstream

mechanism. When diaphragm and intercostals come close to the

lungs the air comes out. The articulators creating obstacles in the

respiration these sounds are articulated block the air in this way from

the lungs. Almost all the sounds in Nepali are articulated by

pulmonic airstream mechanism.

2.7.2 Glottalic Airstream Mechanism

Glottis becomes the point of air initiation. Glottalic airstream mechanism

may be both ingressive and egreesive.
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In ingressive glottlic airstream mechanism the compressed air goes down

ward from the glottis, the point of initiation, and voiced implosive stops like /b/,

/d/, /g/ etc. are produced. The downward moving larynx is not completely closed

and the lungs are still pushing out the air, so the sounds are voiced. Oxford

Concience dictionary of linguistics defines implosives as :

A stop produced by an airestream mechanism in which air is initially

rarefied above the larynx. In the simplest case, the glottis is closed

and a stop is articulated at some place of articulation forward of it;

the larynx is then lowered, so that, when the forward closure is

released, air is drawn inwards into the space behind it. The

mechanism is, on this basis classed as glottalic and ingressive. But

the drop in air pressure above the larynx also causes air to pass

periodically upwards through the glottis: hence stops of this kind

usually have an effect of voicing. A bilabial implosive // and

dental/ alveolar implosive // are widespread e.g. in West African

languages. (172)

In the egressive glottalic airstream mechanism when the air comes outward

initiating from closed glottis, the closed glottis will move the air in the vocal tract

out of the mouth by which it produces ejective stops like /p'/, /t'/, /k'/. David

Crystal defines the ejectives stops as:

A term used in the phonetic classification of consonant sounds on

the basis of their manner of articulation; it refers to the series of
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sounds produced by using the glottalic Airstream mechanism. Air is

compressed in the mouth or pharynx while the glottis remains

closed, and then released,. Ejective plosives are quite common in

languages (as in many languages of Africa and the Americans e.g.

Quechua, Amharics), and ejective fricatives may also be found.

These sounds are transcribed with a small raised Glottal stop, or an

apostrophe, following the segment involved, e.g. [p'], [s']. Ejectives

are also referred to as 'glottalic' sounds, and occasionally as

glottalized sounds. (157)

The definition makes clear that ejective sounds are not important in English

Language.

Similarly ejective sounds are defined in Nepali as well. Sharma and Luitel say:

æ:j/oGqd'v k|f/Des eP/ rnfodfg x'g] k|s[ofnfO{ Zj/oGqd'vL Zjf;k|jfx elgG5 . :j/oGqd'v

tn jf dfly ;bf{ To;sf / d'v ljj/sf s'g} 7fpFdf /f]lsP/ /x]sf] ;f; ultzLn x'Fbf :j/oGqd'vL Wjlg

pRrl/t x'G5 . o; Zjf;k|jfxaf6 pRrl/t x'g] ;a} Wjlgx? 3f]if x'G5g\ . g]kfnL efiffdf o:tf] Wjlgsf]

pRrf/0f ul/b}FgÆ 'Glottis becomes the point of initiation for glotalic airstream

mechanism. Glotalic sounds are articulated when the glottis moves up and down

and the air in oral passage makes a movement. These types of articulated sounds

are voiced sounds. In Nepali this type of sounds are not articulated' (56).

2.7.3 Velaric Airstream Mechanism

In this mechanism, the back of the tongue comes close to the velum or soft

palate. Then air stream begins. In such situation the air rushes inward and click
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sounds are produced. Such mechanism is called ingressive velaric airstream

mechamism. Oxford Concience dictionary of linguistics defines clicks as:

Sound produced by suction of the tongue against the roof of the

mouth. A body of air is trapped between the back of the tongue,

which is in contact with the velum and a second closure further

forward. The space enclosed is then enlarged, the air within it is

rarefied, and the second closure is released and air flows inwards.

(56)

In case of making such sounds breathing in and out is possible because the

back of the tongue is touching the velum and the air stream flowing in and out of

the nose is separated from the air in mouth used in making this sound. Sharma and

Luitel say ælha|fsf] kl5Nnf] efu s07sf 5]pdf k'Ubf Zjf; k|jflxt x'g] k|lqmofnfO{ s07] Zjf;k|jfx

elgG5 . o; Zjf;k|jfxaf6 g]kfnL efiffdf Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f ul/b}gÆ 'The back of the tongue

touches velar while articulating such sounds. In Nepali generally such sounds are

not articulated' (56).

Bhattari and Luitel have given some examples of click sounds as follows:

i) Bilabial clicks are articulated to persuade the children. e.g. Kk, Kk /pup, pup/

ii) Calling chickens, birds etc. § § /tut tut/

Similarly in English are also such sounds. David crystal Says " In English click

sounds may be heard in the word 'tut tut' sound of disapproval, in some type of

kiss, and in the noise used to signal appereciation or to 'gee up' horses (75).
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Chapter-3

Classification of Plosives In English

3.1 Background:

The production of English plosive sounds can be classified on the basis of

place of articulation, voicing and aspiration.

3.2 Plosives on the Basis of Place of Articulation

Place of articulation refers to the area in the oral/ nasal tract where the

sounds are articulated. All the articulators do not have equal participation in

course of speech articulation. Some organs are moveable and some are constant.

The moveable organs are active articulators and constant organs are called passive

articulators. Tongue, lower lip etc. are active articulators whereas upper teeth,

upper lip, the palate etc. are passive articulators. On the basis of place of

articulation English plosives can be categorized as bilabial alveolar and velar

plosives.

3.2.1 Bilabial Plosives

The sounds /p/ & /b/ are bilabial plosives in English language because they

are articulated with the active participation of upper lip and lower lip. Especially

the lower lip functions as the active articulator and upper lip passive. The air from

the lungs is blocked by the closure of the lips. There is velic closure so that the air

can't escape from the nasal passage. When the lips are suddenly parted the air
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comes out with an explosion and these sounds are produced. The position of

organs of speech is shown in the in the following figure.

Fig. 8 (Gimson page-162)

Figure number 8 (Gimson page- 162)

In the above figure the air is blocked by the lips. We can see velic closure, which

blocks the air escaping from the nasal passage. The explosion comes when the lips

are parted.

3.2.2 Alveolar Plosives

The sounds /t/ & /d/ are alveolar plosives in English and are articulated

with the active participation of the tip of the tongue and the alveolar ridge. There

is complete closure by the tip of the tongue against the alveolar ridge, and the soft

palate is raised to block the nasal cavity due to which the air can not pass through

the nasal cavity. The sound is produced when the tongue tip is parted from the

alveolar ridge. For the production of alveolar sound, the tip of the tongue works as

an active articulator and the alveolar ridge as an inactive articulator.
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The position of the organs of speech for the production of  /t/ & /d/ is

shown in the following diagram.

Figure number 9 (Gimson 164)

The arrow in the above picture shows the movements of air. The tongue has

blocked the air by touching the alveolar ridge. There is velic closure so the air

cannot escape through the nasal cavity. The air escapes suddenly when the tongue

is parted from the alveolar ridge.

3.2.3 Velar Plosives

Velar plosives /k/ & /g/ are articulated by the active participation of the

back of the tongue and soft palate. For the production of these sounds the back of

the tongue works as an active articulator, and the soft palate remains passive. The

back of the tongue blocks the air from the lungs when it touches the soft palate.

Because of the velic closure at the same time the air cannot escape from the air

passage.  The sounds are articulated when these articulators are parted.
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The position of the organs of speech for /k/ & /g/ is shown in the following

diagram.

Figure number 10 (Gimson 166)

When /k/ is followed by a front vowel the contact of the tip of the tongue

will be made on the most forward part of the soft palate and may even overlap on

to the hard palate. Figure no. 10 a represents this type of articulation.

On the other hand when /k/ is followed by a back vowel the contact on the

soft palate will be correspondingly retracted. Figure no. 10 b represents such type

of articulation. Similarly when it is followed by vowel of a central type, a contact

in the central region of the soft palate is made.

3.3 Plosives on the Basis of Voicing (Voiced & Voiceless)

The vibration of the vocal cords also plays an important role on the

auditory result. This feature of the vocal cords determines the voicing quality of a

sound. Voicing denotes the auditory result of the vocal cords. Sounds are also

categorized on the basis of the way how the vocal cords are held either they are

a b
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brought together so that the air from the lungs causes them to vibrate, or they are

held wide apart so that air from the lungs escapes freely without any vibration in

the cords. On the basis of voicing plosives can be classified into two types:

voiceless and voiced.

3.3.1 Voiceless Plosives

The plosives, which are produced without vibration of the vocal cords, are

called voiceless plosives. While producing such sounds the vocal cords are held

wide apart and they allow free passage of air for voiceless sounds. The Vibration

of the vocal codes for the production of voiceless sounds is shown below:

Figure number 11 (catford 48)

The glottis is open through which the compressed air from the lungs passes

freely without any obstacle. English plosives /p/, /t/ & /k/ are articulated in this

way. So these sounds are called voiceless plosives.  The above figure

diagrammatically, shows the voicelessness of stops. The lower wavy line

symbolizes airflow and upper lines indicate the articulating organs in the diagram.

The lower wavy line indicates vibration of the vocal cords. In the middle there is

not curved line instead only dots are there representing the voicelessness of the
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sound. The figure shows the articulation of /p/. And it also represents the

articulatory process of voiceless plosives /t/ as well as /k/.

3.3.2 Voiced Plosives

The plosives, which are produced with the vibration of the vocal cords, are

called voiced plosives. In the production of such sounds the vocal cords are

loosely held together and the air from the lungs vibrates vocal cords and the

audible sounds come as a result. The plosives /b/, /d/ & /g/ are articulated in this

way. The vibration of the vocal codes for the production of voiced plosives is

shown in the following figure.

Figure number 12 (Cat ford Page-48)

The above figure shows the voiced characteristics of /b/ sound. The lower

wavy line shows the airflow and upper line indicates the articulating organs. The

lower weary lines indicate vibration of the vocal cords, which is equally being

curved. Wavy line in all the places indicates the sound /b/ as voiced. Similarly the

articulatory process of other voiced plosives occur in this way.

These voiced plosives are not voiced everywhere. They are sometimes fully

voiced, sometimes partly voiced and sometimes even voiceless when they are
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partially devoiced. Regarding the initial voiced plosives Danial Jones says," In

English when b, d and g occur initially, as when bee, bi, day dei, go gou are said

by themselves, they are partially devoiced in the pronunciation of most people,

that is to say, voice is not heard during the whole of the stop but only during part

of it, generally the latter part." (154)

The duration of articulation affects the voiceness of the sounds. When they

are articulated slowly and carefully they may be voiced but in rapid speech there is

no voicing at all. Roach says," If the speaker is pronouncing an initial /b/  /d/ or /g/

very slowly and carefully there may be voicing during the entire hold phase (the

plosive is then fully voiced), while in rapid speech there may be no voicing at

all"(32).

In the medial position such plosives have contextual characteristics either

close to final or to initial plosives Roach says: " In general we can say that a

medial plosive may have the characteristics either of final or of initial plosives"

(33).

When /b/ /d/ /g/ occur in the final position, they are not easily audible.

These sounds are heard in the latter phase. Roach says: " Final /b/ /d/ /g/ normally

have little voicing if there is voicing, it is at the beginning of the hold phase" (33).

3.4 Plosives on the Basis of Strength of Production (Forits & Lenis)

The speech sounds can be described on the basis of force of articulation. On

the basis of this criteria sounds can be classified as fortis and lenis.
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Fortis are the sounds, which are produced with more force. They are also

called strong sounds. /p/, /t/, /k/ are Fortis plosives in English. Defining fortis

crystal puts:

A term used in the phonetic classification of consonant sounds on

the basis of their manner of articulation: it refers to a sound made

with a relatively strong degree of muscular effort and breath, force,

compared with some other sound (known as Lenis). The distinction

between tense and lax is used similarly. The labels 'strong' and

'weak' are sometimes used for the contrast involved, but these are

more prone to ambiguity. In English, it is the voiceless consonants

/p/, /t/, /f/ /s/ etc.) which tend to be produced with fortis articulation

(their voiced counterparts being relatively weak), and often, when

the voicing distinction is reduced, it is only the degree of articulatory

strength which maintains a contrast between sounds. The term

'Fortis' is sometimes used loosely to refer to strong vowel

articulation also, but this is not a standard practice. (187)

So, it is clear that the aspirated sounds are fortis which need a strong puff of

air for their production.

Lenis are the sounds, which are produced with relatively less force. They

are also called weak sounds. Regarding plosives, /b/, /d/, /g/ are lenis. Defining

lenis crystal says:
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A general term used in the phonetic classification of

consonant sounds on the basis of their manner of articulation: it

refers to a sound made with a relatively weak degree of muscular

effort and breath force, compared with some other sound (known as

fortis). The distinction between lax and tense is used similarly. The

labels 'weak' and 'strong' are sometimes used for the contrast

involved but these are more prone to ambiguity. In English it is the

voiced consonants ([b], [d], [v], [2] etc.) which tend to be produced

with lenis articulation (their voiceless counterparts being relatively

strong), and often, when the voicing distinction is reduced, it is only

the degree of articulatory strength which maintains a contrast

between sounds. The term 'lenis' is sometimes used loosely to refer

to weak vowel articulation also, but this is not a standard practice.

(263-264)

From the above definition it is clear that the voiced plosives are lenis. The strong

puff of air is not needed for their production. So these sounds are unaspirated

sounds.
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3.5 Allophonic Variants of English Plosives

A phoneme can be realized differently as they occur in different contexts.

Such variants are called allophonic variants. Oxford Advanced Learner's

Dictionary describes the allophone as "A sound that is slightly different from

another sound although both sounds belong to the same phoneme and the

difference does not affect the meaning" (39).

Defining the same term, Crystal says: "Allophony is the term used for cases

where a feature does not occur in an inventory, but a context-specific condition

overrides the general prohibition"(19).

The above definitions make it clear that a phoneme can be realized

differently although it has same meaning.

Aspiration is an allophone in English and the three voiceless plosives /p/, /t/

and /k/ are aspirated. Regarding the aspiration Crystal adds:

A term in phonetics for the audible breath which may accompany a

sound's articulation, as when certain types of plosive consonants are

released. It is usually symbolized by a small raised /h / following the

main symbol. In examples such as English pin /phin/, the aspiration

may be felt by holding the back of the hand close to the mouth while

saying the word the contrast with bin, where there is no aspiration, is

noticeable. (37)
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From the above definitions it is clear that the strong puff of air at the time

of release is called aspiration. It can be marked by /h/ just above the phoneme.

There is not phonemic change by the aspiration in English.

Regarding the aspiration Gussmann says:

English voiceless plosive consonants- the initial sounds in words like

peace, tease, keen - are pronounced with a puff of air called

aspirated and transcribed by means of the diacritic [h] following the

plosive: [phi: s], [thi:2], [khi:n]. No aspiration is found when

voiceless plosives appear after [s] : as a result we find pairs of very

similar consonants: [php], [th-t], [kh-k] (4).

Thus aspiration is a period of voicelessness that follows the holding phase

of voiceless stop and is followed by the voicing for the vowel, English consonants

/p/, /t/ and /k/, when appear word initially, have a momentary out rush of air with

audible noise after the hold stage.

3.5.1 The Allophonic Variants of English Voiceless Plosives

The voiceless English plosives /p/, /t/ /k/ are differently articulated in

different ways depending in the environment in which they occur. Gimson shows

the following allophonic variants of voiceless plosives.

i) The voiceless plosives /p/, /t/ /k/ are aspirated when they come as the initial

sound in the word and the aspirated /p/, /t/ and /k/ are transcribed by means

of the diacritic [h] following the plosive /ph/, /th/ and /kh/ respectively. For

examples, pan , tap, cat
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/phæn/ / thæp / / khæp /

i) When they are followed by the sound /s/, they are not aspirated. For

examples: speak, stop, skin.

iii) When they are followed by nasal consonant they are nasally exploded, for

example: top most, button, black man.

iv) When these sounds are followed by lateral sound /l/, they are articulated

laterally. Play, cattle, clean.

v) There is no audible release of voiceless plosives if they come in word final.

For examples: help, pat, sick

vi) When they are followed by other plosives, they are not clearly audible.

out post, captain, black board.

vii) When /k/ is followed by front vowel, it is palatalized, e.g. keep, key

(157-161)

3.5.2 Allophonic Variants of English Voiced Plosives

Voiced plosives in English are also differently articulated as they occur in

different contexts. The sound /b/, /d/ and /g/ which are supposed as voiced

plosives, are not voiced everywhere and they have other variants. Gimson shows

the following variants of English voiced plosives.

i) When the voiced plosives /b/, /d/ /g/ come in the word initial position, they

are partially devoiced. e.g. bin, dog, game

ii) They are voiceless in word final. e.g. rub, good, bag
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iii) When /b/ and /d/ are followed by lateral, they are laterally audible. e.g.

apple, middle

iv) When they are followed by nasal consonant, they are nasally exploded, e.g.

submit, madness, ignore.

v) When they are followed by another plosive, they are not audible. e.g.

obtain, head boy, big gate.

vi) The sound /b/ as intervocalic is voiced e.g. rubber, labour

vii) When /g/ is followed by front vowel, it is palatalized. e.g. give, gift

(157-161)
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Chapter-4

Classification of Plosives in Nepali

4.1 Background

Nepali language is rich in plosives. There are oral as well as nasal plosives.

Different linguists in Nepali seem to express different views about plosives. The

following sounds are considered as plosives in Nepali language:

s\ , v\ , u\ , 3\ ,

/k/ /kh/ /g/ /gh/

k\ , km\ , j\ , e\ ,

/p/ /ph/ /b/ /bh/

6\ , 7\ , 8\ , 9\ ,

/t/ /th/ /d/ /dh/

t\ , y\ , b\ , w\ ,

/t/ /th/ /d/ /dh/

Some linguists in Nepali have included d\ /m/, g\ /n/ and ª\ // as plosives.

They way the above sounds are produced suggests that they are stop sounds, but

Nepali linguists don't describe them as plosives/ stops. They are described as the

sounds produced with the touch of the two or more articulators. To them touching

is more important than the explosion while describing these sounds. Nepali

linguists don't describe them as stop but as the touching sound. They have even

included /m/, /n/, // under this category. It proves that they don't describe these

sounds as stop plosive but touching sound.
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The plosives can be classified on the basis of the place of articulation, the voicing

and the aspiration.

4.2 Nepali Plosives on the Basis of Place of Articulation

All the sounds are heard different although the same articulators articulate

them. However, we find a lot of similarities among such sounds. The sounds,

which are articulated from different organs, are vastly different. Due to this

diversity among the sounds, they are classified in different groups on the basis of

place of articulation. And Nepali plosives are also classified in different groups on

the basis of place of articulation.

4.2.1 Bilabial Plosives:

In Nepali, like in English, bilabial plosives are supposed as articulating

with the active participation of the upper and lower lips. Defining the bilabial

plosives Nepali linguist Neupane says: ælogLx?sf] pRrf/0f b'j} cf]7 hf]l8P/ ;f; /f]lsP/ cf]7

v'Nbf ;f; l5/]kl5 x'G5 æ 'Bilabial plosives are articulated when the two lips are closed

together and the blocked air goes out suddenly when they are parted' (204-205).

The sounds k\ /p/, and a\ /b/ are bilabial plosives in English and Nepali.

Besides these the different phonemes km\ /ph/ and e\ /bh/ are also supposed as

bilabial plosives in Nepali. These sounds have no counterparts in English. The

position of articulators for the production of these sounds is shown in the

following figure:
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Figure number 13 (Dhakal – 78)

All these sounds are oral stops. For the production of these sounds the air

from the lungs is completely blocked in the oral air passage by the lower lip and

upper lip and the nasal cavity is blocked by the velic closure at the same time and

when the lips are parted the sounds come as an explosion.

4.2.2 Velar Plosives

Nepali language has got more velar plosives than English does. The sounds

s\ /k/ and u\ /g/ are common sounds for both languages. The Nepali velar stop

sounds v\ /kh/ and 3\ /gh/ have no counterparts in English. So all together the

sounds /s\/ /k/, /v\/ /kh/, /u\/ /g/, /3\/ /gh/ are velar plosives in Nepali. Gautam and

Luitel say: ælha|fsf] kl5Nnf] efun] sf]dntfn'nfO{ 5'Fbf pRrl/t x'g] Wjlg s07\o:kzL{ Wjlg x'g\ Æ 'The

sounds articulated with the back of the tongue against the velum are called velar

sounds' (31). The position of the articulators for the production of these sounds is

shown in the following figure.
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Figure number 14 (Dhakal 77)

All these sounds like English, stops, are oral stops and they are articulated

by the active participation of the back of the tongue and the soft palate. These

organs block the air from the lungs and when they are parted, the sound comes as

an explosion.

4.2.3 Dental Plosives

Unlike in English, there are dental plosives in Nepali. The touch of the tip

of the tongue against the upper front teeth articulates these sounds. The tongue is

an active articulator. The air in the oral passage is stopped when the tongue

touches the upper teeth. With the recession of the tongue the air goes out and the

sound is articulated. The positions of organs of speech for the production of these

sounds is shown in the following figure:
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Figure number 15 (Dhakal 78)

The above-mentioned figure shows that the air is blocked by the touch of

the tip of the tongue against the upper teeth. When the tip of the tongue is lowered

these dental plosives are articulated. Because of velic closure the air escapes

through the mouth only. So these sounds are oral stops.

In Nepali the following sounds are considered as the dental plosives

Sounds in Transcription Meaning in

Nepali in English English

t\ /t/ talab /tlb/ (salary)

y\ /th/ thakAi /kaI / (fatigue)

b\ /d/ dash /s/ (ten)

w\ /dh/ dhArA /dha:ra: / (tap)

4.2.4 Retroflex Plosives

The retroflex sounds are produced with the tip of the tongue curled back to

touch or nearly touch the hard palate at the top of the mouth. In the production of

retroflex plosives the tongue functions as an active articulator & the retroflex as
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passive. The touch of the tongue against the hard palate blocks the air in the air

passage. When the tongue is suddenly lowered, the sound comes rapidly. Defining

the retroflex plosives Nepali linguist Gautam and Luitel say: ælha|fsf] 6'Kkf] bf]lj|O{ d"wf{

:yfgdf 5'Fbf pRrl/t x'g] Wjlg d"w{Go:kzL{ Wjlg x'g\ Æ 'Retroflex plosives are articulated when

the tip of the tongue is curled and touches the retroflex' (95).

However the final decision is to be still made about the retroflex plosives, the

following sounds are considered as retroflex plosives in Nepali.

/6\/ = /t/ tamatar /tma:t/ (tomato)

/7 \/ = /th/ thakkar /thkkr/ (collision)

/8\/ = /d/ dar /dr/ (fear)

/9\/ = /dh/ dhakkan /dhkn/ (lid)

Figure number 16 (Dhakal –77)

In the above figure the curled tongue against the retroflex blocks the air and

when they are parted the sounds 6\ /t/, 7\/th/, 8\ /d/ and 9\/dh/ are articulated. Because

of Velic closure the air escapes through the mouth.
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According to the newly grown opinion, but final decision in this regard is

still to be made, these sounds are articulated with the active participation of the

tongue and alveolar ridge. M. Sharma puts the new opinion as æpko'{Qm :kz{x?

lhx\jf6'Kkf]åf/f j6;{sf] :kz{ x'Fbf pRrl/t x'G5g\ . o; ;DaGwdf clGtd 6'Ëf] nfUg afFsL /x]sf] b]lvG5Æ

'These plosives are articulated when the tip of the tongue touches the alveolar

ridge. But the final decision in this regard is to be still made' (9).

4.3 Nepali Plosives on the Basis of Vibration of the Vocal Cords

The vibration of the vocal cords affects the production of the sounds.

Differences can be realized due to its vibration. Some of the sounds are articulated

with vibration and some without vibration of the vocal cords. On this ground,

Nepali has also two types of plosives: Voiced and Voiceless.

4.3.1 Voiced Plosives

The following figure shows the vibration of the vocal cords while

articulating voiced sounds. In the figure, the vocal cords are loosely held together.

When the air comes from the lungs it vibrates them. Like in English, in Nepali too

the plosives, which are articulated with the vibration of the vocal cords, are called

voiced plosives.

Figure number 17
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Defining the voiced sounds Nepali linguists Guatam and Luitel say:

æ:j/lrD6L cf–cfkm\gf] 7fpF 5f]8L k/:k/ glhlsFbf jfo'dfu{ ;fFu'l/G5 / kmf]S;faf6 cfPsf] ;f;n] :j/

lrD6LnfO{ bjfj lbG5  . o; bafasf sf/0faf6 :j/lrD6Ldf k|sDkg k}bf x'G5 . o; cj:yfdf 3f]if Wjlg

pRrl/t x'G5g\ Æ 'When the vocal cords are loosely held together the glottis becomes

narrower and vibration of the vocal cords occurs when the air from the lungs

presses through them. In such condition, the voiced plosives are articulated' (38).

The voiced plosives in Nepali are as follows:

Sounds in Nepali Transcription Meaning in English English Equivalent.

j\ Bal /b:l/ power /b/

e\ Bhara /bh:r/ fill /bh/

8\ Dara /ad:r/ fear /d/

9\ dhakani /dh:ka:nI/ lid /dh/

b\ dar /d:r/ supper /d/

w\ dhan /dh:n/ property /dh/

u\ gar /ga:r/ do /g/

3\ ghar /gha:r/ house /gh/

The sounds /b/, /d/ and /g/ are common in English and Nepali language in

many respects. Besides these the sounds /bh/, /dh/ /d/,/dh/ and /gh/ are not found in

English language.

4.3.2 Voiceless Plosives

In Nepali also the sounds that are articulated without vibration of the vocal

cords are called voiceless plosives. Defining the voiceless sounds Gautam and

Luitel say: ":j/lrD6Lx? cf–cfkm\gf] 7fpFdf /xFbf jfo'dfu{ ;fFu'l/b}g / kmf]S;faf6 cfPsf] ;f; ;xh ?kdf
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k|jflxt x'G5 . o;/L ;f; k|jflxt x'Fbf :j/lrD6Ldf s'g} bafa / k|sDkg x'Fb}g . o; cj:yfdf c3f]if Wjlg

pRrl/t x'G5Æ 'When the vocal cords are wide apart in their own places the glottis

becomes wide open and the air passes freely. Which causes no vibration of vocal

cords. In such situation the voiceless sounds are articulated' (38). The following

plosives are voiceless in Nepali.

Sounds in Transcription Meaning English Equivalent
Nepali in English       in English

s\ /k/ kapas /kpa:s/ (cotton) /k/

v\ /kh/ kharaya /khra:jo/ (rabbit) /kh/ aspirated /k/

6\ /t/ tamatar /tma:t/ (tomato) /t/

7\ /th/ thakkar /thkkr/ (collision) /th/ aspirated /t/

t\ /t/ Tarakari /trka:ri/ (curry) /t/ dental

y\ /th/ Thap /thp/ (Extra) /th/ dental

k\ /p/ Pasal /psl/ (Shop) /p/

km\ /ph Phalam /phla:m/ (Iron) /ph/ aspirated /p/

The position of the vocal cords is shown in the following diagram.

In the above figure the vocal cords are wide apart. While articulating the

sounds s\ /k/, v\ /kh/, 6\ /t/, 7\ /th/, t\ /t/, y\ /th/, k /p/, and km /ph/, and the vocal cords

do not vibrate because of wider air passage.

Figure number 18
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4.4 Nepali Plosives on the Basis of Aspiration

Nepali plosives can also be studied on the basis of aspiration. The quantity

of air from the lungs plays important role in the production of the sounds. On this

basis, Nepali plosives are divided into aspirated & unaspirated groups. Gautam

and Luitel say:

sltko Wjlgsf] pRrf/0fdf kmf]S;f] a9L v'lDrG5 eg] sltkodf ck]Iffs[t sd v'lDrG5 .

kmf]S;f] ck]Iffs[t a9L v'lDrPsf] a]nf kmf]S;faf6 lg:sg] ;f;sf] dfqf a9L x'G5 eg] sd

v'lDrPsf] a]nf ;f;sf] dfqf klg sd x'G5 . oL b'j} cj:yfdf Wjlgx? pRrl/t x'G5g\ . ;a}

Wjlgsf] pRrf/0fdf ;f;sf] dfqf Psgf; x'Fb}g . s'g} Wjlgsf] pRrf/0fdf ;f;sf] dfqf 36L

x'G5 / s'g}df a9L x'G5 (39) The lungs are narrowed and flattened while

articulating the sound. The puff of air will be strong when it is

narrowed and will be weak/less at the time of flattened. In both

narrowed and flattened situations the sounds are articulated. The

puff of air is not equal in production of all the sounds. Some need

higher quality and some little.

In Nepali, aspiration is an element, which brings change in the phonemes.

Neupane and Bhattarai say: æTof] :ki6 cy{e]bs tTj xf] k|f0fTjÆ 'Aspiration is clearly an

element that changes meanings' (56).

When they are aspirated they become distinct sounds in Nepali. For

instance when s\ /k/ is aspirated as /kh/ it becomes the distinct sound v\ /kh/ which

is distinct phoneme. For example kasam (anoath) and Khasam (husband). So the

aspirated and unaspirated series of Nepali plosives are quite different.
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4.4.1 Aspirated Plosives

The sounds, which need more quantity of air from the lungs for their

production, are called aspirated sounds. Aspiration in Nepali is phonemic but it is

only allophonic in English. Neupane and Bhattrai say : æcNkk|f0fsf t'ngfdf pRrf/0f ubf{

a9L ;f; vr{ x'g] Jolt/]sL Wjlgx? 5g\ , h;nfO{ dxfk|f0f eGg'kb{5 Æ 'In comparison with

unaspirated sounds, there are sounds that need more quantity of air for their

production. They are called aspirated sounds' (56).

The need of quantity of air for aspirated sounds is supposed to be more than

the unaspirated plosives. Such plosives in Nepali are given below.

Sounds in Nepali English Equivalent

v\ /kh/ /k/ with aspiration

3\ /gh/ /g/ with aspiration

9\ /dh/ /d/ with aspiration

7\ /th/ /t/ with aspiration

y\ /th/ /t/ with aspiration

w\ /dh/ // with aspiration

km \ /ph/ /p/ with aspiration

e \ /bh/ /b/ with aspiration

4.4.2 Unaspirated Plosives

The plosives, which need comparatively less quantity of air from the lungs

for their production, are known as unaspirated plosives. Defining the unaspirated

sounds Sharma and Luitel say: æsd dfqfdf Zjf;sf] k|jfx eO{ pRrl/t x'g] Jo~hgnfO{ cNkk|f0f
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Jo~hg elgG5 Æ 'The sound which are articulated with the small quantity of air are

called unaspirated sounds' (66). Nepali plosives supposed as unaspirated are as

follows:

Sounds in Nepali English Equivalent

s\ /k/ /k/

u\ /g/ /g/

6\ /t/ /t/ (alveolar)

t\ /t/ /t/ (dental/

b\ /d/ /   /

k\ /p/ /p/

a\ /b/ /b/

4.5 Nepali d\ /m/, g\ /n/ and ª // as Plosives

Some Nepali linguists like Adhikari Hemangraj, Guatam and Luitel claim

that the sounds d\ /m/, g\ /n/ and ª\ // are plosive although they have nasal plosion.

They say that having nasal explosion these sounds are articulated by the touch of

the articulators each other as it occurs in the production of sounds like /p/, /b/, /g/,

/k/ etc. Since plosives are articulated by the touch of the articulatory organs, as

deformed by Nepali linguists. So, according to them these sounds are plosives.

Defining the plosives Adhikari puts: æs'g} g s'g} pRrf/0f :yfgdf 5f]OP/ dfq pRrf/0f x'g]

j0f{x?nfO{ :kz{ elgG5 Æ 'Plosives are articulated with the touch of the articulators at

any point' (7).

Defining the same term another Nepali linguist Dhakal adds:
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g]kfnL efiffsf d\, g\, ª\ Wjlg gfl;So:kzL{ Jo~hg x'g\ . ª\ lha|f]sf] kl5Nnf] efun] sf]dn

tfn'nfO{ 5'Fbf pRrl/t x'G5 eg] lha|f]sf] cl3Nnf] efun] jT:o{nfO{ :kz{ ubf{ …g\Ú sf]

pRrf/0f x'G5 . b'a} cf]7 k/:k/df em\ofKk 6fFl;bf …d\Ú pRrl/t x'G5. oL tLgj6} Jo~hgsf]

pRrf/0fdf sngf;f] (Uvula) t6:y a:5 clg kmf]S;faf6 cfPsf] xfjf w]/} gfs / yf]/}

d'vlt/af6 lg:sG5 (80) The sounds /m/, /n/ and // in Nepali are nasal

plosives. The sound // is articulated when the back part of the

tongue touches the soft palate where as /n/ is articulated by the front

part of the tongue against alveolar ridge. In production of /m/ two

lips are brought tightly together. Uvula remains neutrally in case of

these three different sounds and the air from the lungs goes out

mostly through nasal passage and partly through mouth.

Dhakal has shown the position of the organs of speech. The following

diagram shows the positions of organs of speech for the production of ª\ // sound.

Figure number 19 (Dhakal- 77)
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While articulating the sound ª\ // the air from the lung is blocked by the back part

of the tongue and the soft palate in the oral passage but, the air escapes mostly

through nasal passage and partly through the mouth when the articulators are

parted.

Since ª\ // is articulated with the active participation of back of the tongue

and soft palate, it is called velar plosive. The vocal cords remain loosely together

So that the air comes with the vibration of vocal cords so it is called as voiced

sound.

Similarly the sound g\ /n/ is articulated with the active participation of tip of

the tongue and the alveolar ridge. The air from the lungs is blocked by the tip of

the tongue against alveolar ridge in the oral passage but the air escapes partly

through the nose when the tongue is lowered the air comes out partly through the

mouth as well. There is vibration of the vocal cords. So it is called voiced sound.

Gautam and Luitel have included g\ /n/ as alveolar plosive. The position of

the organs of speech, which Dhakal presents, is shown below:

Figure number 20 (Dhakal - 77)

)

g
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Another nasal plosive sound is d /m/. It is articulated with active

participation of two lips. The lips block the air in the oral passage but there is not

velic closure. So the air escapes through nose when the lips are open the air comes

partly through the mouth as well. The position of organs of speech for the

production d\ /m/ is given below:

Figure number 21 (Dhakal 78)

In the above diagram the lips are closed. There is not velic closure so the air

escapes through the nasal passage however the lips play pivotal role for the

production of d\ /m/.

The vocal cords remain closely together. So there is vibration while

articulating this sound.

4.6 Allophonic Variants of Nepali Plosives

Like in English a lot of allophonic variants are found in Nepali plosive. But

most of the variants are not only phonetic, but also phonemic. Some Nepali sounds

in comparison with English sounds are articulated as if they are allophonic

variants but they change the meaning of the word so they are not allophonic. E.g.

d
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in English /p/ and /ph/ sounds are allophonic variants but in Nepali k and km are

different phoneme as they change the meaning.

/pal/ - time /phal/ - fruit

Inspite of this fact, Nepali sounds are also realized differently as they occur

in different contexts. The sounds in Nepali are also affected by the neighbouring

sounds. Regarding it Pokharel Says: æPp6f j0f{leq Wjlg j}1flgs (Phonetic) ?kn]  km/s

km/s k|s[lt ePsf ljleGg Wjlgx? ;d]l6Psf x'G5g\ . dft[efiffsf jQmfn] cy{df kl/jt{g x'g] u/L ePsf]

Wjlgkl/jt{gsf] dfq jf:tf u5{g, n3'td o'Uddf /fVtf cy{df kl/jt{g ug{ g;Sg] Wjlg kl/jt{gsf] jf:tf

klg ub}{gg\ . yfxf klg kfpFb}gg\Æ 'Phonetically a phoneme contains different phones. The

native speakers feel the difference when there is change in the meaning of the

sounds and they don't care for the minute change in the sound, which does not

change the meaning and they don't even know about it' (2).

He further says: æ s'g} klg efiffsf jQmfn] jf:tf gug]{ / yfxf gkfpg] Wjlgkl/jt{gaf6

pRrf/0f ul/g] Wjlgx?nfO{ Pp6} j0f{sf a]Unfa]Un} ;+j0f{ (Allophone) elgG5 Æ 'Allophones are the

sounds which are articulated differently but the difference is ignored or unknown

by the native speaker' (2).

Similarly Gautam & Luitel add: æPp6} kl/j]zdf 3l6t gx'g] / WjGofTds ljz]iftfsf

?kdf ldNbf h'Nbf b]lvg] j0f{nfO{ ;+j0f{ elgG5 Æ 'The sounds which do not fall in the same

contextual occurance and phonetically they do have similar characteristics are

called allophones' (112).

The above-mentioned definitions make it clear that the allophones are the

minute change in the articulation of the phoneme, which is hardly noticed by the
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listener. The listener feels sameness in their articulation; however, there are a lot

of differences. Such allophones do not occur in the same contextual occurrences.

Pokharel talks about the following allophonic variants of Nepali plosives.

1) When the alveolar apical sounds 7\ /th/, 8\ /d/ and 9\ /dh/ occur after vowel

sounds they will be flapped. e.g.

c7f/ /thar/ xf8 /ha:d/ kf8f] /pa:do/

In ' ha:d' and 'pa:do' the 'd' sound is not only flapped but also differently

pronounced for which there is no nepali letter (symbol) to represent it. Sometimes

it is represented by using a dot (.) under '8' as in '8'. In English this can be

represented by using this can be represented by using retroflex /d/.

- But when they are followed by homorganic plosive, they won't be flapped.

e.g. c8\8f /dda:/ n8\8' /ldd/

2) When Nepali voiced aspirated plosives 3\ /gh/, 9\ /dh/, w\ /dh/ and e\ /bh/ are

preceded by vowel sounds they will be unaspirated.

e.g. af3 /ba:g/ cfwL /a:I/

nf]e /lob/ sfFw /k:/

3) The voiceless aspirated plosive sounds v\ /kh/ and km\ /ph/ will be fricative

when they occur after vowel sounds.

e.g. afkm / ba:f/, ;fkm /sa:f/, cfkm" /a:fu:/

4) Apical plosives are retroflexed when they occur as Geminate.

e.g. j§f /btta:/

c8\8f /dda:/
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5) Dental plosives are apicalized before apical sounds

e.g. kft l6Kg' /pat tIpn/ = kf6\l6Kg' /pattIpn/

;ft8f]sf /sat doka:/ = ;f8\8f]sf /sa:ddoka:/

6) Nepali apical plosives are flapped in the postvocalic stage.

v'6\lsnf] [khtkIlo] sf7sf] [ktko]

7) When the sound 8\ /d/ is followed by n\ /l/ it will be lateralized.

e.g. uf]8\nf - [godla   godla- golla]

sf8\nf [ kadla - kadla - kalla]

8) The sound u\ /g/ becomes ª\ //, 8 /d/ sometimes becomes retroflex 0f /n/,

j /b/ sometimes becomes d\ /m/ and b\ /d/ is pronounced as g /n/.

e.g. i) dfUg] /magne = ma:ne/

ii) uf]8\g' /godnu = go/

iii) 8'Ag' /dubnu = dmn/

9) Aspirated plosives become unaspirated before homorganic sounds. e.g.

i) sfFw yfKg' [sfFTyfKg']

[ka:dh tha:pnu] [kt:pn]

ii) afkm km}lnof] [afKkm}Nof]]

[ba:f fIlIjo] [bapfailIjo]

iii) cf7 7fpF [cf6\ 7fpF]

[a:th tha…] [a:ttha:n]

iv) bfv v:of] [bfSv:of]]

[a:kh khasjo] [a:kkhsjo]
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10) There is voicing harmony when two plosives come together. In such

situation either they will be voiced or voiceless. Mostly it is changed

according to the later sound. e.g.

l6Kbf [l6Ktf, l6Abf]

/tIpa:/ /tIpta: tIpa:/

;ftah] [;fb\ah]]

/sa:tbdʒe/ /sa:badʒe/

11) When dental plosives are followed by affricate and apical plosive, dental

plosives are changed according to the later sound.

kft l6Kg' [kf6\l6Kg'], ;ft rf]6] [;fRrf]6]]

[pat tIpn] [pattipn] [sat tsote] [ststsote]

[124-163]

Unlike in English nasalization brings change in the meaning of the words.

Some examples in this regard are given below:

jf; - /ba:s/ a:g] 7fpF = Living place

jfF; - /ba:s/ jg:klt = a kind of plant

kmf6 - /fa:t/ 5'l§g' = separation

kmfF6 - /fa:t/ ;Dd 7fpF = plain area
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Chapter-5

Conclusion

In the present research paper the researcher has explored similarities and

differences of the plosives of both English and Nepali languages. In course of the

study it is found that Nepali linguists do not have clear-cut idea about the plosives.

They have dual concept regarding the sound d\ /m/, g / n/ and ª / /. Gautam and

Luitel , Hemangraj Adhikari etc. have included these sounds as plosives where as

Madhav Prasad Pokhrel has included these sounds as nasal sounds.

In Nepali there is lack of detailed study of allophonic variants of Nepali

plosives. We can't find detailed description of allophonic variations of individual

sounds in Nepali. This research has tried to present the similarities and differences

to possible extent.

5.1 Findings

This comparative study between English and Nepali plosives has found out

both similarities and differences. I hope that the study is helpful for the Nepali

learners who want to learn English plosives but are facing various problems and

vice-versa.

5.1.1 Similarities

The origin of English and Nepali Languages is the same. They both belong

to Indo-European families. So we find some similarities between the languages.

1. Plosives are found in both English and Nepali languages.
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2. Both English and Nepali languages have classified the plosives on the basis

of place of articulation, voicing and aspiration. On the basis of place of

articulation plosives are sub-classified as bilabial, alveolar and velar

plosive. Similarly on the basis of voicing these sounds are classified as

voiced and voiceless. And on the basis of aspiration they are classified as

aspirated and unaspirated.

3. The sounds /p/, /b/, /k/, /g/, /t/, /d/ are mostly vocally common in both

languages.

4. Plosives of both languages are nasalized when they are followed by nasal

sounds.

5. Aspirated plosives become unaspirated before homorganic sound in both

languages.

6. When the plosives are followed by lateral sound /l/, they will be lateralized.

7. Plosives in English and Nepali are not clearly audible when they are

followed by another plosive.

8. Plosive in both English and Nepali language are not clearly audible in word

final.

9. There is voicing harmony when two plosives come together in both

languages.

10. The release of the first plosive is delayed in cases of gemination in both

languages.

11. English and Nepali apical plosives are flapped in the postvocalic stage.
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12. The sounds /b/, /d/ /g/ in both languages are unaspirated.

5.1.2 Differences

Although English and Nepali languages both fall in the same Indo-

European family, there are a lot of differences between the languages. From the

research, the researcher has concluded the following differences of plosives

between English and Nepali languages.

1. Aspiration is only allophonic variant in English and there is no difference

in meaning. But in Nepali aspiration is not only allophonic variation but it

is distinctive feature. e.g.

i) u/ /gar/ - do iii) bfg /da:n/ - Donation

ii) 3/ /ghar/ - house iv) wfg /dha:n/ - Rice

We find difference in meaning between /gar/ and /ghar/. The first one tells

to do something in Nepali but the second one tells the dwelling place or residence.

But in English aspiration does not make difference in meaning.

e.g. pat /phæt/ cat /khæt/

2. The sounds /t/ and /d/ are alveolar plosives in English but in Nepali

there are two sets t\ /t/, y\ /th/, b\/d/ and w\ /dh/ as dental set and 6\ /t/, 7\ /th/ 8\

/d/ and 9\ /dh/ as alveolar set.

3. Nepali has larger number of plosives where as English has only six.

4. Nasalization of the sound brings change in the meaning in Nepali but not in

English.
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5. Dental plosives in Nepali are apicalized before apical sounds but there is no

dental plosive in English

6. When Nepali aspirated plosives 3\ /gh/, 9\ /dh/, w\ /dh/ and e\ /bh/ are

followed by vowel sound they will be unaspirated but these sounds are not

found phonemically in English.

7. Geminates do not occur intramorphemically in English but in Nepali they

do occur freely. e.g. /khutta/ 'leg'.

8 English has only one set of voiced stops, the unaspirated set /b/, /d/, /g/,

Nepali has two sets, the unaspirated set /b/,/d/, /d/, /g/ and the aspirated set /

bh/, /dh/, /dh/, /gh/.

9 Nepali voiced plosives are voiced everywhere whereas English voiced

plosives are sometimes fully voiced, sometimes partially voiced and

sometimes they are devoiced.

10 In the word final position English voiceless stops are usually unreleased

where as their Nepali counterparts are usually released.

11 Nepali 8\ /d/ is realized as a flap intervocalically word finally and before a

consonant other than a homorganic stop, nasal or lateral: English /d/ does

not have such a variant.

12. Plosives are relatively more palatalized in Nepali than in English when they

occur preceding a front vowel.

13. In English /m/, /n/ and // are not considered as plosives but in Nepali these

sounds are also supposed as plosives.
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Regarding the plosive sounds, English linguists are more advanced than

Nepali. Sounds have been clearly defined and described in English.

The sound symbols /kh/ for v\, /gh/ for 3\, /ph/ for km\, /bh/ for e\, /th/ for 7\, dh

for /9\/, /t/ for t\, /th/ for y\, /d/ for b\, /dh/ for w\ are not the familiar international

sound symbols. So Nepalese linguists should create separate symbols for Nepali

phonetic resembling English so that the Nepali phonetics will get its separate

identity.

In Nepali the clear-cut idea about the allophonic variants of plosives has not

been formed. Some variants have been pointed out but without detailed

description. Fixed rules have not been formed yet. The sounds are described

focusing to the colloquialism instead of practicality. So the sounds should be

categorized scientifically.

Regarding the apico-alveolar plosives in Nepali the final decision has not

been made yet. Until and unless the controversy is finalized the study of sounds

will be even grater confusion. So the vagueness in this regard should be made

clear.

The name of the Nepali plosives is not meaningfully suggestive. They are

called sparsi (touching) in Nepali. The name suggests that they are the sounds that

are articulated by the contact or touch of articulators. Is it enough to define the

sounds like s\ /k/ , 6\ /t/ etc. as aspirated ? Do they not need to be described as

visphotak (explosive) as they are articulated with the complete closure of air

passage blocking the air and suddenly parting the articulators to allow the air to
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come out with a burst? The Nepali linguists do not give much importance to this

manner of articulation but their focus is only to whether sounds are articulated

with the touch of articulators or not. Like-wise, the Nepali Linguists Gautam and

Luitel, Hemangraj Adhikari etc. are not unanimous about d\ /m/ g\ /n/ ª\ //

keeping them in the category of plosive as well as nasals. s\ /k/, k\ /p/ 6\ /t/ etc. This

notion is not so sensible because the way k\ /p/, 6\ /t/, s\ /k/ etc. and d\ /m/ g\ /n/ ª\ //

are pronounced is quite different except the contact of the articulators involved.

For the production of k\ /p/ 6\ /t/ s\ /k/ the air released from the lungs is completely

blocked for some time somewhere in the oral tract and is released abruptly but in

case of the nasal sounds there is no complete closure. Although the articulators

make a close contact between them, the air from the lungs is allowed to go out

continuously through the nose during the articulation of nasal sounds. So they are

not stops.

From the study it has been obvious that the plosive sounds in English and

Nepali have very few similarities, so exact translation is impossible.
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Symbols used in the work

Nepali Sounds Translation Nepali Word English Transcription   English Meaning

s\ /k/ snd /khlm/ Pen

v\ /kh/ v/fof] /khra:jo/ rabbit

u\ /g/ ufO{ /ga:I/ cow

3\ /gh/ 3/ /ghr/ house

ª\ // ª\ofp /jæ / mew

6\ /t/ 6fNg' /ta:lnu/ Patch

7\ /th/ 7fpF /tha  / place

8\ /d/ 8d? /dmr/ cub

9\ /dh/ 9sgL /dhaka:nI/ lid

t\ /t/ tkfO{{ /tpaI/ you

y\ /th/ yfg / a:n/ set

b\ /d/ b/jf/ /rba:r/ palace

w\ /dh/ wg /dhn/ wealth

g\ /n/ gfr /na:t/ dance

k\ /p/ k9\g' /pdhn/ read

k\m /ph/ kmn /fl/ fruit

a\ /b/ ag /bn/ jungle

e\ /bh/ es'08f] /bhkndo/ ball

d\ /m/ ds} /mkI / maize


